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Ice on Earth
The Third
Pole!
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Temperature: Deviation from the 
mean



Precipitation: Deviation from the 
mean, mm



Snæfellsjökull, lidar DTM



Snæfellsjökull, lowering 1999 to 2008
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Changes in extend and elevation
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Glacial volume and runoff changes

Ice-volume and runoff simulations, carried out with 
coupled mass-balance/ice-flow models. Based on one 
simple delta change scenario. 

Most glaciers in Iceland projected to essentially disappear in the 
next 100–200 years.



Changes in glacial river runoff

Mean discharge seasonality 
for a partly glacier covered  
watershed in northern Iceland

The magnitude of 
spring floods is 
predicted to decrease 
and they will appear 
earlier in the year. 

Seasonal discharge 
becomes more evenly 
distributed with higher 
winter discharge.



The effect of climate change on 
runoff in Iceland

Changed discharge seasonality for a direct runoff river is mainly 
caused by changes in snow storage and melt
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Mean snow storage seasonality for a direct 
runoff river

Mean snowmelt seasonality for a direct 
runoff river



The effect of climate change on 
runoff in Iceland

Changed discharge seasonality for a glacier fed river is combined 
effect of changes in snowmelt and changes in glacier runoff
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Mean snowmelt seasonality for a partly 
glacier covered  watershed in northern 
Iceland

Mean glacier originated discharge 
seasonality for a partly glacier covered  
watershed in northern Iceland



ÍÍslandskort slandskort áárið 2200?rið 2200?

Helgi Björnsson 2009



Run-off map for 1961-1990

Mean annual 
run-off: 
1460mm/year 
or 4770m3/s

Sigurjón Rist: 
1690mm/year or       
5500m3/s

Haukur 
Tómasson: 
1590mm/year or       
5150m3/s



Run-off map 2071-2100

• Mean annual 
discharge: 
1900mm/year 
or 5900m3/s

• 25% increase 
compared with 
1961-1990: 
4770m3/s



Predicted runoff changes: Example from Norway



Kolahoi
jökullinn

Leiðangur að Kolahoi jöklinum í Kashmír, 1.‐10. nóv. 2008.

Kolahoi‐jökulinn er 10‐12 km2). Vetrarúrkoma berst með vestan
sem ekkert framlag frá misserisvindum. Jökullinn liggur í 3600‐4





Vatnshæðarmælistaður fyrirhugaður hér.



Hagabúðir nærri jöklinum. 



Reynt að komast upp Vesturjökulinn, en tókst 
ekki vegna sprungna!



Gufuborun. Leysingarstikur settar í borholurnar.
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The Third Pole

Measuring Glacier Change in the Himalayas

A serious lack of reliable and consistent data severely hampers 
scientific knowledge about the state of Himalayan glaciers. 

As a result, the contribution of glacial melt to the Himalayan river 
basins remains uncertain. 

This is of grave importance because declining water availability
could threaten the food security of more than 70 million people.

There is thus an urgent need to improve cross-boundary 
scientific collaboration and monitoring of glaciers to bridge the 
knowledge gap and allow policy options to be based on 
appropriate scientific evidence.



Why is This Issue Important?

Seasonal meltwater from the Himalayan glaciers is one of the 
main sources of freshwater reserves that directly sustain people
living in the region, especially in arid and semi-arid areas. 

At varying degrees and times, about 1.3 billion people living in
the Himalayan river basins rely on both meltwater and monsoon 
waters to sustain their livelihoods, mainly for irrigation, drinking, 
sanitation and industrial uses (9, 46, 33). 

Net irrigation-water demand is high in this region (Table 1), but 
per capita water availability is very low—around 2 000 to 3 000 
m3/capita/year—which is far less than the world average of 8 549 
m3/capita/year) (38).



An Urgent Need for Appropriate 
Monitoring 

The scientific quality of assessments on the state and trends of
Himalayan glaciers relies to a large extent on the availability of 
an adequate coverage of long-term and comprehensive data (1). 

Data and information on Himalayan glaciers, however, are sparse 
and lack consistency, multi-temporal recording and field-
validation; thus, rates of change for the entire region are 
unknown (23, 6). 

The region has been known as a "white spot", a term used in the 
IPCC 2007 Assessment Report to refer to an area for which there 
are "little to no data" (40). 

The IPCC reports also note an urgent need for more information, 
especially about water use, the role of altered flow regimes and
changes in ice cover, which have been less studied than 
temperature effects (20). Also, total glacier behaviour is not 
systematically monitored.


